Hepatocellular carcinoma presenting with obstructive jaundice: a clinicopathological study of eight cases.
The prognosis of icteric type hepatocellular carcinoma is extremely poor, not only because of obstructive jaundice, but also because of difficulties for early diagnosis. The aim of this study is to evaluate characteristics of icteric hepatocellular carcinoma for early diagnosis. Eight patients with icteric hepatocellular carcinoma among 326 patients with hepatocellular carcinoma in our hospitals were retrospectively examined by laboratory data, image studies and pathology studies. Most cases were already advanced, with a portal tumor thrombus at the time of diagnosis. Imaging studies fail to reveal tumors because this type of hepatocellular carcinoma has an irregular faint margin and has lost the characteristic pattern of hepatocellular carcinoma, such as capsular formation or early enhancement. Pathology observations demonstrated poorly or moderately differentiated hepatocellular carcinoma in all our cases. This type of hepatocellular carcinoma should be considered in cirrhotic patients with obstructive jaundice or in patients with high tumor marker levels even if image studies fail to reveal tumors. For better prognosis, combination therapies such as biliary drainage, support for portal flow as well as treatment for the hepatocellular carcinoma, are necessary.